MemberALLY - NSCP 2020 National Conference

*More than a partner, become a MemberALLY*

The NSCP MemberALLY Premium Sponsorship program embraces the spirit of partnership for up to twelve (12) partners each year with Gold, Silver and Bronze levels available. Demonstrate your support for NSCP throughout the year by becoming a MemberALLY. Our scaled packages offer:

- Sponsorship recognition and attendance at NSCP Spring Conferences & Regulatory Interchanges
- Recognized as a MemberALLY exhibitor & first choice of booth selection for the NSCP National Conference
- Exclusive advertising feature on NSCP website
Gold Level MemberALLY

Four Available | $17,000 each

- Spring Conference Sponsorship Recognition (web & signage) pre and post attendee lists for each event (does not include email addresses)
- Full Access Pass - One attendee badge for NSCP Spring Conference in Chicago, IL and One attendee badge for each NSCP Regulatory Interchange event in New York, NY | Newport Beach, CA | Chicago, IL | Denver, CO | Boston, MA
- Priority Booth Selection for Exhibiting at the NSCP National Conference (ends 2/15), to include all standard single booth entitlements, along with, first choice selection of booth location on exhibit hall floor plan
- 3 Complimentary Attendee Passes to the National Conference
- MemberALLY Premium Sponsor recognition (web & signage) at the NSCP National Conference
- Company logo and description at the bottom of one NSCP email blast, of NSCP’s choosing, marketing the 2020 NSCP National Conference (NSCP is willing to work with you on which email you will be listed on – limited offering)
- Exclusive 12 month advertising opportunity on the NSCP Website
- A one year listing on the NSCP Vendor Directory
- One bag insert for the National Conference
Silver Level MemberALLY

Four Available | $12,500 each

- Spring Conference Sponsorship Recognition (web & signage) pre and post attendee lists for each event (does not include email addresses)
- One attendee badge NSCP Spring Conference in Chicago, IL and One Regulatory Interchange event, choice of New York, NY | Newport Beach, CA, | Chicago, IL | Denver, CO | Boston, MA
- Priority Booth Selection for Exhibiting at the NSCP National Conference (ends 2/15), to include all standard single booth entitlements, along with, early choice selection of booth location on exhibit hall floor plan (an $8500 value)
- 3 Complimentary Attendee Passes to the National Conference (a $7500 value)
- MemberALLY Premium Sponsor recognition (web & signage) at the NSCP National Conference
- Company logo and description at the bottom of one NSCP email blast, of NSCP’s choosing, marketing the 2020 NSCP National Conference (NSCP is willing to work with you on which email you will be listed on – limited offering)
- Exclusive 6 month advertising opportunity on the NSCP Website
- A one year listing on the NSCP Vendor Directory
- One bag insert for the National Conference
Bronze Level MemberALLY

Four Available | $11,000

- Spring Conference Sponsorship Recognition (web & signage) pre and post attendee lists for each event (does not include email addresses)
- One attendee badge NSCP Spring Conference in Chicago, IL and One Regulatory Interchange event, choice of New York, NY | Newport Beach, CA, | Chicago, IL | Denver, CO | Boston, MA
- Priority Booth Selection for Exhibiting at the NSCP National Conference (ends 2/15), to include all standard single booth entitlements, along with, early choice selection of booth location on exhibit hall floor plan
- 2 Complimentary Attendee Passes to the National Conference
- MemberALLY Premium Sponsor recognition (web & signage) at the NSCP National Conference
- Company logo and description at the bottom of one NSCP email blast, of NSCP’s choosing, marketing the 2020 NSCP National Conference (NSCP is willing to work with you on which email you will be listed on – limited offering)
- Exclusive 2 month advertising opportunity on the NSCP Website
- A one year listing on the NSCP Vendor Directory
- One bag insert for the National Conference